OFF-SEASON REPLAY QUIZ – TIMING

1. Second and 15 on B-40. With 0:10 remaining in the 2nd quarter receiver A80 catches a
pass at the B-34 and runs toward the sideline where he is tackled at the B-30. The Line
Judge rules A80 out of bounds at that spot with 0:02 remaining on the game clock.
Replays show A80’s left knee hit the ground in bounds before he touched the sideline.

________________________________________________________________________

2. Third and 8 on A-32. Receiver A88 catches a pass and is tackled in bounds at the A-41
with 8:45 remaining in the 3rd quarter. The officials spot the ball at the A-39 and the
game clock continues to run.

________________________________________________________________________

3. KO A-35. On the opening kickoff of the 2nd half, returner B32 fields the kick at the B-2
and runs to the B-24 where he stumbles (14:54) but regains his balance and advances to
the 50 where he is tackled (14:47). Replays show that B32’s right knee touched the
ground at the B-24.

________________________________________________________________________

4. Third and 5 on B-35. With 0:45 remaining in the 2nd quarter QBA1 scrambles to the B-34
where he throws a pass that is ruled complete to back A20 at the B-29 near the sideline
(0:38). The officials spot the ball at the B-29. Replays show A20 bobbled the ball and did
not gain control of it until he was out of bounds.

______________________________________________________________________

5. Second and 10 on 50. With 1:07 remaining in the 4th quarter Team A trails 27-23 and is
out of timeouts. Receiver A80 catches a pass and runs to the B-41 where he is tackled and
loses the football (1:01). B40 picks up the loose ball and returns it to the A-40 where he
is pushed out of bounds (0:52). Replays show A80’s left elbow was down before he lost
the football.

________________________________________________________________________

6. Third and 12 on the B-42. With 0:09 remaining in the 4th quarter Team A trails 17-14 and
is out of timeouts. Receiver A82 catches a pass and runs to the B-39 where he is tackled
in bounds and the game clock expires. Replays show A82’s right knee was down with
0:01 remaining on the game clock.

________________________________________________________________________
7. Second and Goal on B-8. QBA1’s pass falls incomplete in the end zone and time expires
in the 1st quarter. Replays show when the ball hit the ground there was 0:02 remaining on
the game clock. The game is being played indoors.

________________________________________________________________________
8. Second and 10 on A-40. With 0:50 remaining in the 4th quarter the scored is tied at 28.
QBA1 scrambles to the A-34 where he his hit (0:45) and throws a pass while falling that
is intercepted by B56 at the 50 who returns it to the A-30 where he is tackled (0:37).
Replays show QBA1’s right knee down before he released the pass.

________________________________________________________________________

9. Second and Goal on B-9. With 0:07 remaining in the 4th quarter Team A trails 21-20 and
is out of timeouts. QBA1 scrambles out of the pocket and completes a pass to TE A85 in
the end zone and time expires. Replays show when A85 caught the pass there was 0:01
remaining on the game clock.

________________________________________________________________________

10. Second and 15 on B-40. With 0:12 remaining in the 4th quarter Team A trails 24-21 and
is out of timeouts. Receiver A80 catches a pass at the B-27 and is immediately tackled.
Team A rushes to the line, gets legally set, and with 0:02 remaining C A78 snaps the ball.
QBA1 spikes the ball and it hits the ground with 0:01 on the game clock. The Referee
signals 4th down and Team A huddles up for one more play.

________________________________________________________________________

